Below are program abbreviations with file name examples. You might notice that the file name is broad and not specific to a person or name of work. Those details will be added to the file in the caption field. See captions.

- School of Architecture = arch
- Bachelor of Architecture = barch
- Master of Architecture = march
- Distance Master of Architecture = dMarch

Ex.: 20130625-arch-student-work-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-barch-student-review-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-dMarch-intensive-001.jpg

- School of Design Studies = ds
- Bachelor of Design Studies = bds
- Bachelor of Design Studies; Architectural Technology = ds-at
- Bachelor of Design Studies; Design Computing = bds-dc
- Bachelor of Design Studies; Design History, Theory and Criticism = bds-htc
- Bachelor of Design Studies; Sustainable Design = bds-sd
- Bachelor of Design Studies; Historic Preservation = bds-hp
- Master of Design Studies = mds
- Master of Design Studies; Sustainable Design = mds-sd
- Master of Design Studies; Historic Preservation = mds-hp
- Master of Design Studies: Design for Human Health = mds-dhh

Ex.: 20130625-bds-presentations-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-mds-sd-intensive-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-mds-dhh-students-001.jpg

- School of Interior Design = id
- Bachelor of Interior Design = bid
- Master of Interior Design = mid

Ex.: 20130625-id-alumni-headshot-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-bid-thesis-reviews-001.jpg

- School of Landscape Architecture = la
- Bachelor of Landscape Architecture = bla
- Master of Landscape Architecture = mla

Ex.: 20130625-id-student-headshot-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-bid-thesis-reviews-001.jpg

- Professional & Continuing Education = pce

Ex.: 20130625-pce-residential-studio-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-pce-headshot-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-pce-student-work-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-pce-faculty-work-001.jpg

- The Landscape Institute = li
Ex.: 20130625-li-studio-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-li-faculty-headshot-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-li-studios-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-li-ip-reviews-001.jpg
Ex.: 20130625-li-student-work-001.jpg
• The Sustainable Design Institute = sdi
  Ex.: 20130625-sdi-student-work-001.jpg
  Ex.: 20130625-sdi-faculty-headshot-001.jpg
  Ex.: 20130625-sdi-faculty-work-001.jpg

• Thesis = thesis
  Ex.: 20130625-thesis-exhibition-fall-001.jpg
  Ex.: 20130625-thesis-student-work-001.jpg

• Practice = practice
  Ex.: 20130625-practice-name of project in one or two words-001.jpg

• Gateway Projects = gateway
  Ex.: 20130625-gateway-name of project in one or two words-001.jpg

• Summer Academy = sa or summer-academy
  Ex.: 20130625-summer-academy-last name of photographer-001.jpg
  Ex.: 20130625-sa-fieldtrip-last name of photographer-001.jpg